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ecosystem recovery from and resistance to disturbance. While recent analytical
approaches have advanced multivariate metrics of ecosystem resilience that allow
quantification of conceptual resilience models and identification of thresholds of
state change, these approaches are not often translated to landscape scales.
2. Using natural and restored salt marshes in Louisiana, USA, we quantified plant
community recovery and resistance metrics along flooding stress gradients.
n-dimensional hypervolumes of plant community biomass and structure were
simulated using field data collected from disturbance-recovery experiments. The
relationships between multivariate resilience metrics and flooding stress gradients were then mapped at community- and landscape-relevant scales by scaling
with airborne-derived data across the region.
3. Greater pre-disturbance abiotic stress decreased live below-ground, but not
above-ground, biomass, and ultimately led to lower post-disturbance total recovery, recovery rates and resistance of plant communities. Vegetated plots flooded
>52% of the time transitioned to an alternative, unvegetated state after disturbance. Mapping revealed differences in spatial patterns of resilience—highlighting
low, interior marsh edges as especially vulnerable to the combination of chronic
flooding stress and acute disturbance. At the landscape scale, approximately half
of the area (48%) is vulnerable to state change after pulse disturbances.
4. Synthesis. Ultimately, we quantify the ball-and-cup conceptual model for a salt
marsh ecosystem and its alternative state, mudflat. We find that increasing abiotic stress due to climate change diminishes ecosystem resilience, but the interaction with common episodic disturbances is necessary to reveal transitions to
alternative states and quantify state change thresholds. Quantifying and mapping
resilience and where alternative states may exist in this fashion improves ecologists' ability to investigate the mechanisms of stress gradient control on emergent
ecosystem properties while providing spatially explicit resources for managing
ecosystems according to their projected resilience.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

like recovery and resistance in a multivariate framework, combining
several response variables into one metric. Baho et al. (2017), for ex-

Ecosystem structure and function are controlled by a variety of

ample, parse resilience into constituent parts to operationalize and

abiotic and biotic drivers that interact across spatial and temporal

objectively quantify resilience, presenting a coherent set of hypothe-

scales, forming stress gradients. Multi-scale stress gradients influ-

ses to test in ecosystems. Multivariate approaches are also being used

ence ecosystem properties from niche characteristics and species

to investigate resilience and other complex ecosystem responses in

distributions (e.g. Carboni et al., 2016), interactions between spe-

novel ways (Barros et al., 2016; Blonder, 2017; Lamothe et al., 2017,

cies (Bertness & Callaway, 1994; Bruno et al., 2003), to large-scale

2019), with both simulated and field data (e.g. Hillebrand et al., 2018).

productivity patterns (Bai et al., 2008; Zhao & Running, 2010).

These multivariate methods hold promise for exploring resilience at

Stress gradients can also influence emergent ecosystem proper-

landscape-relevant scales (Cushman & McGarigal, 2019) and lay out

ties, including ecosystem resistance to and recovery from distur-

a consistent and rigorous framework for quantifying resilience con-

bance (Capdevila et al., 2019; van Belzen et al., 2017). The ability

cepts (e.g. the ball-and-cup model; Figure 1) that more accurately rep-

of communities to resist and recover from disturbance is a crucial

resent community- or ecosystem-level responses.

part of ecosystem resilience (Gunderson, 2000; Holling, 1973,

The influence of environmental stress gradients on ecosystem

1996). Resilience is a foundational concept in ecology (Holling, 1973;

properties like recovery and resistance is especially relevant as cli-

Standish et al., 2014) and has been contentiously defined over the

mate change is shifting abiotic baselines, potentially moving ecosys-

years (Grimm & Wissel, 1997). Here, we use resilience as a general

tems towards more stressful conditions (IPCC, 2013). Experiments

term encompassing several related concepts: the ability of an eco-

are already being used to explore how changing environmental gra-

system to recover after disturbance to reference levels of some

dients influence resilience, for example, showing that univariate re-

function (hereafter recovery or recovery status), the rate of that re-

silience decreases (critical slowing down) as stresses such as flooding

covery (Holling, 1996; hereafter recovery rate) and the ability of an

increase (van Belzen et al., 2017). Pinpointing environmental driv-

ecosystem to resist transitioning to an alternative state after distur-

ers and underlying mechanisms that control ecosystem response

bance (Holling, 1973; hereafter resistance).

to disturbance is needed to predict shifts in ecosystem response to

The menagerie of terms describing ecosystem response to distur-

chronic climate change stressors, especially as pulse events interact

bance has been conceptualized in a simplified and useful heuristic, the

with changing baseline conditions to influence ecosystem function

ball-and-cup model (Beisner et al., 2003). In this model, community

(Harris et al., 2018). Mapping resilience along stress gradients will

states are represented by the ball, and the ‘landscape’ of all possible

additionally allow the quantification of both imperiled and resilient

states is represented by the cup (Figure 1). Disturbances move the

patches of habitat at several spatial scales, giving managers and res-

ball in a direction on the ‘landscape’ while changes in environmen-

toration practitioners spatially explicit guidance on ecosystem man-

tal conditions can change the ‘landscape’ itself (and indirectly, the

agement options before state changes occur. Beyond management

ball; Beisner et al., 2003). If a disturbance is severe enough, or the

implications, resilience may exhibit spatial clustering or patterns at

‘landscape’ is changed enough, a community can transition to an al-

specific scales (Karatayev & Baskett, 2020) that can provide greater

ternative state (Figure 1). Although this model has provided a useful

mechanistic insight, but may not be obvious from patch-level analy-

conceptual baseline for theorizing how ecosystem resilience responds

ses or experimental plots (Coop et al., 2019; Falk et al., 2019).

to environmental stress gradients or population changes, quantify-

Salt marshes are excellent study systems to explore how ecosys-

ing the component pieces of the model is not straightforward. This

tem resilience may be influenced by environmental stress gradients,

is problematic, as quantifying the relationships between stress gra-

as they are located naturally along flooding gradients that are well

dients and ecosystem response to disturbance is crucial for scaling

characterized (Adam, 1993; Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007). These eco-

up experimental and plot-scale work. There is still disagreement re-

systems are also typically dominated by only a few herbaceous plant

garding how best to tackle the problem of quantifying resilience (see

species, making the measurement and disentanglement of commu-

Angeler & Allen, 2016 and articles cited within). Additionally, as single

nity responses to disturbance more viable within years, not decades.

metrics or responses are often used in disturbance recovery work, it is

Furthermore, salt marshes are actively transitioning to unvegetated

difficult to decide which responses should be measured as legitimate

mudflats as flooding tolerance is exceeded from sea-level rise, illus-

proxies for the emergent and multivariate properties that allow eco-

trating two distinct states (e.g. Wang & Temmerman, 2013). The tran-

systems to resist and recover from disturbances.

sition from vegetated to unvegetated states can occur from flooding

Recent advances in predicting ecosystem response to disturbance

alone, or from natural disturbances to vegetated patches (Kirwan &

have been made by rigorously quantifying ecosystem properties

Murray, 2007) such as temporary wrack deposition (e.g. Reidenbaugh
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F I G U R E 1 (a) Hypothesis, (b)
conceptual model and (c) quantified
model. (a) Hypothesis: in a system with
two states (e.g. salt marsh and mudflat),
increasing stress along a gradient linearly
degrades the system. When episodic
disturbance is included in combination
with chronic stress, the system is
perturbed but recovers (1) or a threshold
emerges that can transition the system
into an unvegetated state (2). Past a
certain chronic stress value, the system
transitions into an unvegetated state
without disturbance (3). (b) Conceptual
model: ball-and-cup conceptual model
of state change for (1) system along the
less stressful portion of the gradient.
Disturbance perturbs the system but it
returns to a vegetated state and there is
effectively one possible ecosystem state;
the unvegetated state is not stable. (2) A
system along the portion of the gradient
where alternative states exist. Without
disturbance, the system remains in the
vegetated state, but with disturbance the
system transitions into the alternative,
unvegetated state. (3) A system along the
most stressful portion of the gradient.
Emergent vegetation cannot survive so
there is effectively one ecosystem state;
the vegetated state is not stable. (c)
Quantified model: using a hypervolume
framework, we quantify the conceptual
ball-and-cup model and measure resilience
metrics at time t 0+n after disturbance.
Recovery is the centroid distance between
undisturbed and disturbed hypervolumes,
and resistance is the centroid distance
between disturbed and the alternate,
unvegetated state hypervolume

& Banta, 1980). Finally, salt marshes are the target of restoration

alternative states at the landscape scale and quantified the resultant

activities seeking to increase elevation to buffer coastal wetlands

spatial patterns. Our objectives were to (a) quantify the conceptual

against sea-level rise and flooding stress. Comparing restored salt

ball-and-cup resilience model for a salt marsh system with an alter-

marshes that are situated at higher elevations to natural marshes

native mudflat state; (b) using the quantified ball-and-cup model, test

that are situated at lower elevations provides a broader range of

how pre-disturbance abiotic stress influences post-disturbance plant

hydrologic conditions to gain further insight to stress responses.

community recovery and resistance, and what mechanisms may ex-

Knowledge gained from salt marshes can inform how stress gradients

plain observed patterns; and (c) investigate spatial patterns of plant

influence resilience and stable state theory more broadly.

community resilience and alternative states at the landscape scale.

In this study, we quantified stress gradient control on multivariate
plant community recovery status, recovery rate and resistance along a
flooding stress gradient at natural and restored salt marshes in southeastern Louisiana, using a combination of disturbance-recovery experiments and n-dimensional hypervolume modelling (Figure 1). We

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Study sites and experimental design

further elucidated potential mechanistic drivers of multivariate recovery and resistance. Finally, we used a combination of ground- and air-

We established plots in Spartina alterniflora-dominated salt marsh

borne-based data to map multivariate recovery and the existence of

in southeastern Louisiana, USA (Figure S1). Saline marshes in
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cover was visually estimated for the entire 1 m2 subplot and aver-

0.38 g/cm bulk density; Wang et al., 2017) and are situated on ac-

age plant height was measured for disturbed and undisturbed plots.

tive or abandoned delta lobes of the Mississippi River. Through the

Quadrats were placed at the plot centre in the same orientation

interplay of organic production and mineral deposition, coastal wet-

during each site visit to allow repeated measurements of the same

lands dominated by S. alterniflora can keep pace with sea-level rise

ground footprint. Sites were visited and sampled for structural data

(Morris et al., 2002), although the staggering rates of relative sea-

eight times within the first year after disturbance (at time of distur-

level rise locally (9.1 mm/year at Grand Isle; NOAA, 2020) combined

bance, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 12 months post-disturbance).

with hydrologic and sediment alterations from human management

To quantify above-ground biomass responses, we harvested

decisions have led to high rates of regional marsh loss (e.g. Twilley

above-ground biomass in 0.25 m × 0.25 m quadrats in each dis-

et al., 2016). While the overall pattern of marsh loss is often attrib-

turbed and undisturbed subplot one year after disturbance. Tissue

uted to increased flooding from sea-level rise, the proximate mecha-

was put into coolers after harvest and taken to the laboratory where

nisms that trigger marsh conversion to mudflat are still unclear.

it was immediately frozen until processed. Above-ground tissue was

We established plots at two natural marshes that serve as ref-

separated into live and dead fractions and dried to constant mass at

erence sites (29.1800°N, 90.2410°W; 29.1935°N, 90.2452°W) and

65°C. Total stem density was quantified by summing the number of

two restored marshes (restored in 2002, 29.1843°N, 90.2383°W;

live and dead stems. To quantify below-ground biomass responses,

restored in 2014, 29.1347°N, 90.2255°W). Both restored sites re-

we collected 10 cm diameter soil cores to a depth of 20 cm in each

ceived sediment slurry amendments (Mendelssohn & Kuhn, 2003).

disturbed and undisturbed subplot one year after disturbance. Cores

At each natural and restored site, three replicate transects were

were placed into coolers after harvest and refrigerated in the labo-

established along elevation gradients from low to high elevation

ratory at 4°C until processed. Cores were washed of all sediment

using real-time kinematic surveying in NAVD88 Geoid 12A (Trimble

over a 2-mm sieve and below-ground biomass was sorted into live

R-8 Receiver & TSC3 Controller; Trimble Inc.). Transects were es-

root, live rhizome, dead root and dead rhizome fractions using flota-

tablished so that elevations overlapped between site types (natural

tion, colour and turgor as markers of live tissue (similar to Darby &

0.09 m–0.26 m NAVD88, restored 0.17 m–0.33 m NAVD88). The

Turner, 2008). Dead root and dead rhizome fractions were combined

experimental design consisted of 45 total plots, with 18 natural site

into one dead tissue fraction for analysis. Each below-ground bio-

plots (9 per site) and 27 restored site plots (12 or 15 per site). All sites

mass fraction was dried to constant mass at 65°C.

experienced diurnal micro-tides (0.37 m tide range; NOAA, 2017). To

We also measured soil edaphic variables to characterize the

calculate percent inundation for each plot, we developed a relation-

overall soil environment, including indicators of stressful flooding

ship between elevation and water levels from the nearest surveyed

conditions. Soil redox potential was recorded from two probes at

Coastal Reference Monitoring System gage, which was less than

each elevation at each site (15 samples of 2 probes per sample);

6 km from all sites and experienced similar hydrologic conditions

probes were inserted to a depth of 10 cm and allowed to equilibrate

(CRMS0292; CRMS, 2018). We calculated percent inundation in

to field conditions for at least 30 min before recording measure-

5 cm increments (m NAVD88 GEOID12A) using 3 years of data. We

ments (Patrick et al., 1996; Orion ORP Electrode 9179BN; Thermo

then fit a polynomial model to the elevation–inundation relationship

Fisher Scientific Inc.). This measurement gave a snapshot of differ-

and extracted model parameters. Finally, we applied plot-specific

ences in soil redox conditions between sites and elevations (Stagg &

elevation values (m NAVD88) to this relationship to derive percent

Mendelssohn, 2010). Bulk density was also quantified using dupli-

inundation for each experimental plot individually.

cate cores taken at each elevation at each site (15 samples of 2 cores

At each plot, a PVC pole marked the centre of a 1 m2 circle sub-

per sample), using a weight to volume ratio (Blake & Hartge, 1986).

plot (0.56 m radius). Subplots were experimentally disturbed in April

Finally, soil porewater was sampled using sippers inserted to 10 cm;

2016 by clipping and removing all above-ground vegetation to the

pH and conductivity (pH/CON 450 meter; Oakton Instruments)

soil surface, similar to non-lethal disturbances applied in Slocum and

were measured in duplicate at each elevation at each site (15 dupli-

Mendelssohn (2008) and van Belzen et al. (2018). This disturbance

cate samples), and NOx and NH4 concentrations were quantified in

mimicked wrack deposition, a common acute disturbance in these

duplicate at a subset of elevations at each site (7 duplicate samples);

marshes that can top-kill patches of salt marsh vegetation on the

nutrient samples were vacuum-filtered and sent to Louisiana State

order of square metres (Figure S2 and Video S1). As a reference com-

University for analysis.

parison to disturbed subplots, an undisturbed plot was established
at each elevation and site combination (15 total plots). All plots were
then monitored over time for 12 months, until April 2017.

2.3 | Data simulation and quantifying multivariate
resilience

2.2 | Field data collection

We used field-collected data to model plant community resilience in
a multivariate framework, using R statistical software v3.4 and pack-

To quantify above-ground plant community structure, stem density

age ‘hypervolume’ (Figure 1; Blonder et al., 2018; R Core Team, 2016).

(live and dead) was recorded in 0.25 m × 0.25 m quadrats, percent

Linear mixed models (package ‘nlme’ in r; Pinheiro et al., 2016) were
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2.4 | Drivers of resilience and spatial patterns

separately (Figures S3–S12; Model parameters in Tables S1 and S2).
Disturbed model curves were not allowed to have higher response

To explore potential drivers of recovery and resistance, we fit loess

values than undisturbed model curves at a given value of x (see

smoothers using a priori predictors (modelled soil conditions and

Figures S3–S12). This ensured differences between undisturbed

field-collected undisturbed plot biomass) on recovery (multivariate

and disturbed marsh model curves were due to lack of recovery,

centroid distance of simulated plant communities).

not overcompensation (e.g. McNaughton, 1983). We simulated plant

We used spatial datasets in combination with resilience metrics

biomass data for disturbed and undisturbed marsh plots along the el-

and elevation to map resilience onto the landscape. We started with

evation gradient using linear mixed model predictions. Biomass data

the Estuarine and Marine Wetland class of wetland from the National

were simulated for each response variable by generating 100 points

Wetlands Inventory (NWI) for Louisiana (NWI, 2016). Estuarine and

for each predictor combination of interest, assuming normal distri-

Marine Wetland polygons were clipped to the extent of the Louisiana

butions (as in James et al., 2020). For structural responses measured

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries coastal vegetation survey

over time, data were additionally simulated for each time step of in-

classified as Saline Vegetation (LDWF, 2013) using ArcGIS (Esri).

terest (every 30 days after initial disturbance for one year) by gener-

Given the high rates of wetland loss in Louisiana, the NWI/LDWF

ating 50 points for each predictor combination.

coastal salt marsh polygons contained large areas of open water

n-dimensional hypervolumes for each combination of elevation,

habitat. To remove open water, we leveraged Google Earth Engine

site and/or time were created using simulated data for disturbed

and calculated normalized difference vegetation (NDVI) and water

and undisturbed marsh plots following recommendations of Blonder

(NDWI) indices from 2015 National Agriculture Inventory Program

et al. (2018) and Barros et al. (2016; detailed in methods supplement).

(NAIP) imagery (USDA Farm Service Agency). We then generated

We combined single responses (chosen a priori) into hypervolumes

a land/water classification map (2.5 m horizontal resolution) using

representing disturbed and undisturbed marsh plant biomass one

the random forest algorithm and 400 haphazardly located training

year after disturbance (responses in Tables S1 and S2). Additionally,

points. The final classification had a training accuracy of 96.9% and

hypervolumes representing the structure of disturbed and undis-

a Cohen's kappa of 0.94.

turbed marsh plant communities were created over time (responses

We used two LiDAR datasets (South Terrebonne, 2015 and

in Tables S1 and S2). Finally, an alternative state hypervolume was

Barataria, 2013 [nationalmap.gov]) to estimate coastal salt marsh

created representing an unvegetated mudflat state that marshes

platform elevation. We extracted minimum, mean and maximum

may transition to given enough flooding stress and/or disturbance.

elevation at 5 m resolution from the LAS files and calculated the

This simulated mudflat state contained no live plant biomass above

vertical bias due to vegetation by differencing the minimum LiDAR

or below-ground but contained dead below-ground biomass (aver-

elevation and CRMS survey-grade GPS elevation points. The eleva-

age values of field-collected data from live plots).

tion characteristics from the LiDAR and the 2015 NDVI from NAIP

We compared hypervolumes using several multivariate metrics

were used to calibrate a correction model that predicted vertical bias.

to quantify recovery, recovery rates and resistance of the simulated

This is similar to the LEAN technique from Buffington et al. (2016);

plant communities. To quantify recovery, we calculated centroid dis-

however, we used a nonparametric boosted regression tree algo-

tance between undisturbed and disturbed marsh hypervolumes at

rithm (package ‘dismo’ in r; Hijmans et al., 2017) instead of multiple

each elevation and site combination; centroid distances closer to 0

linear regression to correct the vertical bias. To convert elevations

represent higher recovery one year after disturbance. To quantify

into percent inundation, we used CRMS water data from stations

resistance to state change, we calculated centroid distance between

on the Terrebonne basin (CRMS0336; CRMS, 2018) and Barataria

disturbed marsh hypervolumes and the alternative state mud-

basin (CRMS0178; CRMS, 2018) sides of the Port Fourchon area;

flat hypervolume at each elevation and site combination; centroid

3 years of data were analysed for relationships, including the year

distances closer to 0 represent lower resistance to state change.

of field experiments and 2 years prior to experiments. Loggers were

Variation around centroid distances was quantified as the average

representative of the long-term mean sea level recorded by nearby

distance between 1,000 hypervolumes generated using random as-

CRMS gauges. Elevation and percent inundation were related in a

signment of data to groups (bootstrapping). Centroid distances were

linear model framework for each logger; we used these relationships

visualized along elevation and site gradients using loess smoothers;

to find the elevation that corresponded to each inundation transition

if centroid distance was within the bootstrapped variance around

in our resilience model.

0, marsh hypervolumes were considered fully recovered (for recov-

After establishing inundation and elevation relationships for both

ery) or to have transitioned into an alternative state (for resistance)

Terrebonne and Barataria areas, we classified the corrected digi-

one year after disturbance. To quantify recovery rates, we calcu-

tal elevation model based on our resilience metrics; flooding levels

lated centroid distances between disturbed and undisturbed marsh

above which our simulated communities transitioned to an alterna-

hypervolumes over time using community structure data for each

tive, unvegetated state one year after disturbance were considered

combination of elevation and site type. To derive rate equations, we

imperiled (>52% inundated), and flooding levels below which our

extracted parameters from curves fit using linear mixed models (all

simulated plant communities transitioned to an alternative, unveg-

model parameters reported Tables S1 and S2).

etated state one year after disturbance (i.e. levels where the marsh
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showed recovery) were considered resilient (<52% inundated). For

and therefore no recovery during the study (Figures S6 and S7). All

each basin, recovery was standardized so that full recovery (<15%

but the most flooded treatments exhibited positive recovery.

inundated) was 1 and state change (>52% inundated) was 0; resilience was graphically represented along this standardized gradient.
We excluded any locations that experienced more than 65% in-

3.2 | Recovery rates

undation as too low to support salt marsh vegetation (Snedden &
Steyer, 2013; Stagg et al., 2020; 0.04 m NAVD88 Terrebonne area,

Recovery rates varied with both flooding stress and restoration ac-

0.11 m NAVD88 Barataria area), and excluded any locations higher

tivity for simulated plant communities (Figure 3; Table S3). Structural

than 1.0 m NAVD88 as too high to support marsh vegetation (0%

rates of recovery were nonlinear over time but did not follow the

flooded in both cases). Finally, area of each resilience class was quan-

expected exponential function; instead, a quadratic function pro-

tified for Terrebonne and Barataria areas, and for the Port Fourchon

vided the best fit, mirroring seasonal changes in the marsh (turnover

region as a whole using ArcGIS.

in dead stem density). Restoration activity increased the magnitude
of both the linear and quadratic terms, increasing the initial rate of

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Recovery

recovery and shifting maximum recovery earlier (Figure 3; Table S3).
Flooding stress also slightly adjusted the linear term, but the linear term was primarily impacted by restoration activity (Table S3).
Reduced flooding increased recovery rates in natural marshes, but
not restored marshes (Figure 3). As the vertex of quadratic models

Recovery of simulated plant communities was greater with de-

was within the study time period, marshes were more recovered

creased flooding and restoration one year after disturbance com-

in winter 2017 (between 240 and 330 days) than at the end of the

pared to natural marshes (Figure 2). Recovery was reduced with

study period in April 2017 (365 days; Figure 3; Table S3). No commu-

increasing flooding stress, with small differences between restored

nities fully recovered ecosystem structure during the study period,

and unrestored sites (Figure 2). Simulated plant communities in dis-

but all except the most flooded plots showed recovery.

turbed plots generally did not recover to undisturbed levels within
the study period; however, simulated communities flooded less
than ~15% of the time fully recovered one year after disturbance

3.3 | Resistance

(Figure 2). Lack of total recovery was primarily driven by a lack of
above-ground dead tissue throughout all plots (Figure S4), with the

Resistance of simulated plant communities was greater with de-

most flooded treatments experiencing death of below-ground tissue

creased flooding stress and restoration one year after disturbance

F I G U R E 2 (a) Recovery and (b) resistance one year after disturbance along a flooding stress gradient at natural and restored sites as
measured by centroid distance between (a) simulated disturbed and undisturbed communities or (b) simulated disturbed and the alternative,
unvegetated state. Lines are loess smoothers for each site. Grey bands with solid grey lines represent 95% confidence intervals of the
distance between bootstrapped communities; recovery values within the grey band represents sites that have fully recovered in panel
(a) and resistance values within the grey band represent the transition to an alternative, unvegetated state in panel (b) one year after
disturbance
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(Figure 2). Resistance was steadily reduced with increasing flooding

This was due to death of below-ground tissue, evidenced by the

stress, with only small differences between restored and natural

lowest field plots containing no live below-ground (or therefore,

sites (Figure 2). Simulated plant communities generally exhibited

above-ground) biomass one year after disturbance (Figures S3–S5).

resistance; however, simulated communities flooded more than

There was no evidence of clonal recolonization one year after

~52% of the time transitioned into an unvegetated state (Figure 2).

disturbance.

3.4 | Drivers of resilience
Simulated community recovery was greater with large modelled
standing stocks of below-ground live root biomass in undisturbed plots (Figure 4a). Sites with undisturbed standing stocks
above ~375 g/m2 below-ground live root biomass fully recovered
one year after disturbance. Below-ground biomass in salt marsh
patches with low standing below-ground live biomass stocks did
not survive the experimental disturbance. Sites with standing
stocks below ~150 g/m2 below-ground live root biomass transitioned into an unvegetated state after disturbance (Figure 4b).
Modelled above-ground live biomass in undisturbed plots did not
vary with hydrology, so was not related to recovery or resistance
of simulated disturbed communities.
Soil conditions indicative of flooding stress were related, in
turn, to standing stocks of below-ground live root biomass and
therefore recovery (Figure S14). Higher soil bulk density values
F I G U R E 3 Rate of recovery of ecosystem structure at natural
and restored salt marsh sites over time. Recovery measured by
centroid distance between simulated disturbed and undisturbed
communities. Lines are quadratic fits bounding the elevation
gradients at each site. Grey band with solid black line represents
95% confidence interval of the distance between bootstrapped
communities; recovery values within the grey band represent full
recovery one year after disturbance

particularly occurred where greater below-ground live root biomass occurred (Figure S15). It is unclear whether the site type
transition influenced the inflection point as a model artefact.
Nevertheless, recovery decreased precipitously with bulk densities below ~0.25 g/cm 3 . Other soil characteristics were highly
variable and were not related to live root biomass standing stocks
or recovery.

F I G U R E 4 Relationship of modelled standing below-ground live biomass stocks in undisturbed communities and (a) recovery and (b)
resistance one year after disturbance at natural and restored sites. Lines are loess smoothers for each site. Grey band with solid black line
represents 95% confidence interval of the distance between bootstrapped communities; values within the grey band represent (a) full
recovery and (b) transition to an alternative, unvegetated state
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3.5 | Mapping resilience

platform elevation. In total, more than 55 km2 of salt marsh in the
Port Fourchon area has the potential to transition to mudflat with

Salt marsh in the Port Fourchon area was split almost evenly be-

acute disturbance events. Interior portions of marshes were lower

tween imperiled marsh that is under such inundation stress that

and therefore less resilient to disturbance, while high creekbank

a single acute disturbance may transition it to mudflat (48%), and

marshes and restored sites exhibited the highest resilience across

resilient marsh that recovers after a single acute disturbance (52%;

the landscape (Figure 5).

Table 1; Figure 5). Terrebonne and Barataria areas within the broader
region contained opposite patterns of spatial resilience; while 34%
of salt marsh in the Terrebonne area was imperiled, twice that fraction, 67%, of the Barataria area was imperiled. As mean sea level
for the Barataria area was higher than the Terrebonne area, this

4 | D I S CU S S I O N
4.1 | Quantifying the conceptual ball-and-cup model

pattern may be caused by differences in water level, not marsh
TA B L E 1 Acreage of imperiled (>52% inundation) and resilient
(<52% inundation) salt marsh for Terrebonne and Barataria areas,
and the Port Fourchon region in southeastern Louisiana, USA.
Percentages are taken as percent of each resilience class over total
area in the sub-basin or region
Region

Imperiled
marsh (km2)

Resilient
marsh (km2)

Total marsh
(km2)

Terrebonne area

22.55 (34%)

43.39 (66%)

65.94

Barataria area

33.61 (67%)

16.93 (33%)

50.54

Port Fourchon
region

56.16 (48%)

60.32 (52%)

116.48

Our work adds to the growing literature quantifying the drivers
of resilience, including recent work on the influence of connectivity (e.g. Shackelford et al., 2018; Standish et al., 2014), scale (e.g.
Buma et al., 2019) and stress gradients (e.g. Cavanaugh et al., 2019;
Lamothe et al., 2017). Multivariate work has further expanded understanding of resilience and stable state theory. Barros et al. (2016)
provided one of the first examples of n-dimensional hypervolumes
in a resilience context, investigating stability of simulated plant communities. While they did not explore resilience or alternative states
explicitly, they laid the groundwork for hypervolumes to be used
in that context. Lamothe et al. (2019) directly linked multivariate
approaches (ordination) to the ball-and-cup analogy, providing an

F I G U R E 5 Resilience of salt marshes to disturbance in (a) Port Fourchon area, Louisiana, USA. (b) Inset of area around a restoration site
(centred). Blue is imperiled habitat (transition to alternative, unvegetated state with acute disturbance), and red is resilient. The more intense
red colour indicates higher resilience, up to a value of 1 which indicates full recovery within one year after disturbance
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excellent example of using distance in ordination space to quantify

Our work supports the hypothesis that disturbance can inter-

resilience and other metrics by following communities through time.

act with underlying pre-disturbance stress gradients to structure

Here, we also use distance (in n-dimensional space) to quantify the

the spatial distribution of alternative states (e.g. Dantas et al., 2016

ball-and-cup model, but have focused on differences between alter-

for tropical systems, Kirwan & Murray, 2007 for salt marshes). The

native states, and disturbed and undisturbed communities.

chronic stress of flooding, like many stress gradients (Hillebrand

This approach can be extended as a comparable metric across

et al., 2020), may not lead to threshold responses where state

ecosystems and scales. We use the plant component of an ecosys-

change occurs, instead following the pattern of linear degradation

tem, but any component or combination of components can be used

until vegetation can no longer survive. However, when disturbance

to create a hypervolume of the system (e.g. quantifying resilience

is jointly considered, the interaction of increasing chronic stress

of soil nutrient cycling or the invertebrate community). Component

and acute disturbance events can transition salt marsh to mudflat

members should be chosen a priori unless PCA or other ordina-

or open water, thereby creating a threshold response over some

tion methods are used on large multivariate datasets to reduce di-

span of the stress gradient. In southeastern Louisiana, S. alterni-

mensionality. For example, this method could be used to quantify

flora marsh may not be able to survive more than ~65% inunda-

alternative states along a forest aridity gradient and the resilience

tion (Snedden & Steyer, 2013). In the current study, we identified

of plant biomass to forest fire disturbance (e.g. in the Southwest

a threshold inundation of 52% when disturbance mimicking nat-

USA; Davis et al., 2019; Stevens-Rumann et al., 2018; Williams

ural wrack disturbance is considered. Therefore, between 52%

et al., 2010), albeit with a broader temporal window. All centroid dis-

and 65% inundation, we expect a threshold response and the ex-

tances are measured in standard deviations of z-scored variables, so

istence of two alternative states in this system. The existence of

the relative recovery and resistance in a forest/fire/aridity setting

two alternative states in marshes has been modelled in other re-

could potentially be compared to the current marsh/wrack/flooding

gions (e.g. Wang & Temmerman, 2013), but is often made difficult

setting. Additionally, varying intensities of disturbance could be used

by complex biogeomorphic feedbacks (Mariotti, 2020). Although

to determine if thresholds of state change differ by disturbance in-

wrack deposition or similar acute disturbances do not affect large

tensity. Much work remains to develop a coherent, quantified model

contiguous swaths of salt marsh habitat at once, the combination

of resilience and stable state theory that applies across scales and

of acute disturbance across the landscape with increasing flooding

systems, but we believe n-dimensional hypervolumes hold promise.

from sea-level rise may provide an additional mechanism for the
widespread land loss observed in coastal Louisiana. With climate

4.2 | Resilience along a stress gradient

change increasing chronic stress gradients in many ecosystems
(IPCC, 2013), understanding and modelling the interactions between shifting stress gradients and natural disturbance regimes

By quantifying the conceptual ball-and-cup model, we were able to

is paramount, as the combination of press and pulse stressors can

quantify the interaction of an acute disturbance with an underly-

have synergistic effects (current study, Harris et al., 2018).

ing stress gradient, and identify the range of conditions where alternative states are possible. Increasing stress reduced recovery
and resistance. Others have used disturbance-recovery experi-

4.3 | Resilience mechanisms

ments along elevation gradients to explore univariate ecosystem
resilience in salt marshes (Slocum & Mendelssohn, 2008; Stagg &

We identified drivers of ecosystem recovery and resistance that

Mendelssohn, 2011; van Belzen et al., 2017) and found that low

may be crucial indicators of plant community resilience and al-

elevation marshes in more stressful conditions are less resilient. In

ternative states more broadly. Ultimately, below-ground live bio-

the present study, flooding stress reduced multivariate recovery

mass stocks predicted resistance and recovery after disturbance.

up to the alternative, unvegetated state threshold. Recent work in

Negative effects of flooding stress on plant survival are well char-

congener S. patens, a high marsh species, found that decreasing el-

acterized in salt marshes (Bradley & Morris, 1990; Mendelssohn

evation led to increasing fragmentation and depressed vegetation

& McKee, 1988). Increased flooding likely reduced resilience by

cover on the landscape (Stagg et al., 2020) or transition to low marsh

limiting below-ground energy reserves and shifting relative en-

(Gonneea et al., 2018). The transition where chronic flooding stress

ergy allocation away from below-ground tissue (Mudd et al., 2009,

led to marked changes in vegetation cover occurred between 0.21

but see Kirwan & Guntenspergen, 2015 for lack of response in

and 0.32 m MSL (Stagg et al., 2020); in the current study investigat-

non-S. alterniflora salt marsh). Few studies have looked at recov-

ing more flood-tolerant S. alterniflora, chronic flooding stress influ-

ery of below-ground plant tissue to disturbance over time (but see

enced disturbance responses between −0.02 and 0.18 m MSL. While

Klopf et al., 2017). Interestingly, our findings corroborate earlier

it is well established that increasing flooding stress from sea-level

work in salt marshes suggesting that below-ground biomass is

rise and reduced sediment delivery is driving conversion to mudflat

more responsive to environmental stressors (Crosby et al., 2017;

and open water in certain coastal salt marsh settings (e.g. Couvillion

Stagg et al., 2017) and provides an early indicator of deterioration

et al., 2017), the proximate mechanisms causing conversion or spe-

(Turner et al., 2004). Turner et al. (2004) found that while above-

cific tipping points require further study.

ground biomass did not differ between healthy and impaired
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marshes, below-ground biomass showed marked declines in im-

hydrologic regimes, for example by interpolating many water level

paired marshes, evidence of changing patterns of energy alloca-

gages for a region, should allow verification of the current pattern

tion away from below-ground tissue. The present study found

and expansion across saline marsh in southeastern Louisiana.

the same general pattern; above-ground biomass was not predic-

Spatially explicit quantification of resilience allows managers and

tive of resilience, but below-ground biomass was. Below-ground

policymakers to identify areas of habitat at high risk of conversion,

responses are therefore crucial as indicators of current system

informing decisions to restore or conserve habitat at regional and

resilience to future disturbance in salt marshes, and perhaps her-

landscape scales (e.g. Chambers et al., 2019). This spatial resilience

baceous ecosystems more generally. Although multivariate ap-

dataset provides a baseline for sea-level rise and climate scenario

proaches were necessary to quantify the ball-and-cup model and

modelling to project how resilience across the landscape will change

resilience metrics, univariate data are irreplaceable for mechanis-

with shifting flooding frequency and duration, applying the state

tic understanding of what is driving ecosystem responses.

change thresholds identified here to sea-level rise model projections

We propose that below-ground live biomass should thus be priori-

(e.g. Swanson et al., 2014 for the Pacific USA), for example, could

tized in monitoring programs, as it is a sensitive indicator of resilience.

provide estimates of resilience into the future. Furthermore, by ex-

This is especially crucial in coastal wetland ecosystems, as below-ground

plicitly mapping where alternative states may exist across the land-

biomass responses can impact biogeomorphic feedbacks, whereby

scape in response to natural disturbance regimes (in this case wrack

marshes can keep pace with increasing sea levels (Morris et al., 2002).

deposition, Tolley & Christian, 1999), investigations into the scale

If below-ground biomass perishes due to disturbance, mineralization of

and clustering of alternative states become possible. If resilience to

that biomass will cause elevation loss, which, in turn, further increases

specific disturbances is strongly controlled by quantifiable stress

flooding stress, making recolonization unlikely. With non-lethal above-

gradients in other systems, mapping resilience and alternative states

ground disturbance, the marsh additionally loses the ability to trap

in a spatially explicit framework may be possible across ecosystems.

sediment using the friction provided by vegetation (Mudd et al., 2004).
S. alterniflora can invade less than ideal patches using clonal connections (Pennings & Callaway, 2000), but with above- and below-ground

5 | CO N C LU S I O N S

biogeomorphic feedbacks interrupted in low-elevation patches where
vegetation communities are at the boundary of flooding tolerance, we

Our approach coupling field experiments with simulations and n-

believe it is unlikely that recolonization is possible. Longer-term mon-

dimensional hypervolume modelling quantified multivariate resil-

itoring, however, is required to determine if the low-marsh transition

ience of plant communities, an advance over single metric responses.

to mudflat is permanent or if clonal recolonization occurs. The gen-

This holistic framework allowed quantification of the ball and cup

erality of relationships between below-ground biomass and resilience

(‘landscape’) for a model salt marsh system (Beisner et al., 2003),

requires additional work in other systems.

and a more explicit quantification of transitions between alternative
states (May, 1977; Scheffer et al., 2001). Recovery and resistance

4.4 | Mapping resilience

along the dominant stress gradient followed predictable patterns
with below-ground plant biomass likely mechanistically driving responses. The strong relationship between underlying stress gra-

By working along stress gradients, we were able to map resilience

dients and resilience properties allowed us to map resilience and

and where alternative states may exist at broad landscape scales,

alternative state existence onto the landscape, highlighting both

but at a resolution that allows the investigation of local- and patch-

widespread lack of resilience in coastal salt marsh, and pinpointing

scale spatial patterns. We found distinct spatial patterns of resil-

local landscape settings where salt marsh is most likely to transi-

ience at several scales. At the patch scale, low interior marshes and

tion into an alternative, unvegetated state after disturbance. Spatial

interior pond edges are likely to exhibit state change after distur-

mapping of resilience, as demonstrated here, opens up new possi-

bance; this matches previous work showing pond expansion and

bilities for prediction and management of ecosystems in the face of

marsh dieback in interior, low areas in regions not directly exposed

disturbance and shifting baseline conditions, and allows previously

to wave action (McKee et al., 2004; Turner & Rao, 1990). At the

unseen spatial patterns of resilience to emerge.

landscape scale, western Barataria salt marshes in the region are
more likely to exhibit state change than eastern Terrebonne salt
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